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Contact agent

Set in a magical and coveted location, this Newton Drive residence on the 'scenic rim' of Mount Nardi will simply delight!

The 20 sensational and panoramic mountain-top acres are accessed by a good sealed road, and although you will feel a

world away you are only 8 kms from the iconic and colourful Nimbin Village.  There's also good vehicle access to the

private 2 bedroom 2 bathroom home which is on a tenants in common.As you wind through the tallest of white-trunked

gums rising out of lush rainforest species, palms and ferns, you'll be swept away with the 'romance' of this immaculately

presented property. Many listings are described as immaculate, but this one is truly the epitome of lovely presentations

inside and out and is a credit to the current owners. The lined driveway opens out to manicured terraced acres around the

plateau-home with edged pathways and manicured lawns winding in and through sensational gardens. Of note are the

rows of Waratahs and Hydrangeas which, when in bloom, are not only spectacular but can be your tidy source of income! 

The gardens are not only dotted with sculptural pieces and eclectic artefacts to delight the senses but represent some of

the best (mostly raised) food gardens you could wish for. And this is a true rainforest offering with all the goodies

rainforests offer - from pure and assured gravity-fed spring water to bush-tucker food trees to majestic rainforest species

specimens for you to revel in the staggering majesty of nature.  The contemporary home is equally a fabulous offering.

With no stone unturned in terms of maintenance and presentation, it aesthetically fits into the landscape like a glove.

Insulated, on mains power and elevated with a full sized under-house workshop laundry and second bathroom/toilet, the

outdoor spaces flow perfectly from this light-filled home. All rooms including the glass laden open-plan living / dining/

kitchen are oversized with the pièce de résistance being the world-class views from every room and especially the wide

entertainers' covered verandah. The huge kitchen has endless storage, and the bathroom just has to be seen to be

believed. A view-filled soak in the tub here will be better than in most resorts!If it's an idyllic lifestyle you crave, his one

ticks all the boxes for sustainability, connectivity, peace and privacy. There are also many added extras to tempt the savvy

buyer, including an amazing 20 foot container beautifully presented in a charcoal colour and with roller doors and some

fabulous building timbers and goods. With too many beautiful features to list here, take a look at the gallery of photos

then book a personal tour with John Wilcox by calling 0428 200 288.... but don't delay.  


